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ABSTRACT: Theoretical calculations describing the initiation
in heterogeneou TNT, RDX, Tetryl, Coop. B, Pentolite, and
75/25 CyclotoV produld by shocks up to 37 kilobars, are
given. The hot spot- Initiation mechanism is siaulated by
using appropriate equations of state of the explosives and
the resultant growth from shock to detonation wave is shown
to be in qualitative agreement with experimental results.
The shook wave in the explosive travels with increasing
velocity due to the release of energy during chemical reaction
in the neighborhood of the shook front, and then takes on a
constant value upon reaching full detonation velocity.
Nuerical experiments show that the qualitative ordering of
the sensitivity of the 6 explosives, based on one-dimensional
gap test calculations, is the same as that obtained from Mw
U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory experimental gap tests.
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Deflagration to Detonation. The results represent progress
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MiTRODUCTION

The processes occurring in the shock initiation of

heterogeneous solid explosives are far more difficult

to understand than those occurring in homogeneous liquids.

The heterogeneous nature of the solid leads to neighbor-

hoods of small local convergences in the shock wave

pattern with the result that reaction takes place in

these neighborhoods first. The energies released at

these "hot spots" and the distribution and rumber of

these hot spots then serve to determine the initiation

characteristics of the explosive. A quantitative theo-

retical ealculatItvi taking these interactions into account

presents a fluid row problem so formidable as to be

beyond the abilitles of present methods and couput,.rs.

Yet by lumpin these interactions together oo that the

individual actions are lost but the qualitative effect of

the whole remains, it is possible to derive results which

are in excellent qualitative agreement with the experimen-

tal results. This is the purpose of this paper. A previous

theoretical paper' has discussed the initiation of liquid

explosives which show a behavior that 46s different from

that of solids.

The large number of experimental investigations and

more detailed explanations of the associated possible

initiation mechanism have been previously reviewed2 7 .

1
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Nowever, two experimental techniques will be briefly

described here since the theoretical results reported

In this paper are based upon a mathematical model which

is taken as an approximation to the experIments.

An imortant explosive sensitivity test is the

"Map test". Detailed descriptions of the test as used

at the U. S. Naval Cmdnance Laboratory are given else-

where 8 s9tlO. The experimental arrangement, as shown In

Fig. l consists of a cylindrical donor explosive charge,

a gap built up of an Inert material, the cylindrical

acceptor explosive charge whose sensitivity is to be

determined, a small air gap, and a test plate. The donor

(tetryl pellets) it caused to detonate through Initiation

by a detonator. A detonation wave propagates through the

donor and subsequently a shock wave is transmitted into

the gap. This shook wave, oontinuously attenuated by

rarefaction waves from behind and from the sides, passes

Into the acceptor explosive and, If sufficiently strong,

creates a tewperature high enough to cause detonation.

The energy stimulus in this case is the transmitted shock.

A reaction strength comparable to detonation Is indicated

by a hole punched In the steel test plate. The donor

charge material and dimensions are kept fixed and the

length of the gap is increased or decreased until that

critical length d5,, called the "50% gap value" or

2
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TEST PLATE

STEEL TUBE

EXPLOSIVE CHARGE 1397

CARD GAP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

TETRYL PELLETSI

2.54
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DIMENSIONS IN CM

* FIG. I THE NOL GAP TEST
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"54 point", 10 reached such that further increase or

decrease will cause the acceptor ezplosive always to

fall to detonate or always to detonate, respectively.

Thes 50% gap values, under carefully controlled condl-

tions, are quite reproducible and remarkbly sharp;

statistical analysis of results from a 50 shot run on

6W B showed that the 50% point did not vary by mo;

than' fraction of a millimeter 1 1 . On this sensitivity

scale, the larger the %$% gap value the more sensitive

the ezplosive. Smear cameras, h4gh speed framing ceras,

and electrica probes and most recently, & conducting

wire along the a)ds of the assembly 1 3 have been used to

study the build-up fro a shock wave to a detonation wave

In the acceptor ejzloslve 1 . fte pressure of the Initial

transmitted shock In the acceptor explosive, that corres-

ponds to d., la called the "1nitiating pressure" or the

150$ pressure", r'501 The epertmental gap test Involves

two-dimensional b7sod a flow since, for practical

reasons, the characteristic diameter to donor + gap length

ratio is not large enough to rule out the effect of

lateral rarefaction waves on the amlitude of the shook

when it enters the acceptor (even along the axis of

my metry).-

A clever experimental technique, which minlidzes

troublesome two-d1mensional effects in the shock Initia-

4
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Itiom of so2d eplosiv*s, is the MM wede test develoed

by Jacob 4  Plane wave lenses are combined with addl-

ticeal nhh exploslve and an Inert hoeck attenuator to

produce . #ick wae of desired alitude in the iceptor

epl.osive. I aeceptor explosive in the shape of a wedge

Is mounted as abown in flg. 2 so that the progress of the

shook or detonation ware can be seen as motion along the

slant face. For fixed booster -ometr, the thickness of

the Inert attenuator is varied imtil it Is possible to

discern a build-up of the shook veloclty in the acceptor

to detonation velocity. Various workers have postulated

that this build-W Is due to the continuous energy release

behind the shock front brought about by chemical reaction.

This teeniique has been further refined and used in the
very extensive work of Caxpbell, t aI 5  Recent use of

the wege test to measure Initiating pressures for Coup B-3

has resulted in values someaiat larger (ca. 30%) than

those obtained in the gap test of PU. 11.

The aechanism for the release of chemical energy

behind the shock front in heterogeneous explosives is

quite c licated and still poorly understood. But it is

reasonable to attribute the difference between the initia-

tion behaviors of homogeneous and heterogeneous explosives

to the presence of voids and other defects in the latter.

EPperimntal results for nitromethane17 and nitromethane-

5
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Itin of solid ezplosives, Is the ML wedge test developed
by Jaobs1 4 . Plane wave lenses are ombined with addl-

tional hIh explosive and an Inert shock attenuator to

produce r, *ck wave of desired amlitude In the 4ceeptor

mWlosive. ie acceptor explosive in the shape of a wedge

Is imnted as shon in Ig. 2 so that the progress of the

shock or detonation mae can be seen as motion along the

slant face. For fixed booster *emetzy, the thickness of

the Inerft attenator Is varled 'mtil it is possible to

Idiscern a build-up of the shock velocity In the acceptor

to ftation velocity. Various workers have postulated

that this build-up Is due to the continuous energy release

behind the shook front brought about by chemical reaction.

This techuique has been further refined and used in the

very extensive work of CaMbell, et a 1 5 . Recent use of

the waeft test to mesure Initiating pressures for CoOP B-3

has resultad In values somwhat larger (ca. 30%) than

those obtained In the gap test of PU. 116.

I The mechanism for the release of chemical energy

behind the shock front in heterogeneous explosives is

quite coqlicated and still poorly understood. But it is

reasonable to attribute the difference between the initia-

tion behaviors of homogeneous and heterogeneous explosives

to the presence of voids and other defects in the latter.

Experimental results for nitromethane17 and nitromethane-
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carborundum mixtures1 5 show that convergences in the

j mass flow and impedance mismatches can cause local

reactions which have an important influence on the initi-

ation process. For the mixture a detailed knowledge of

the shock interactions is more important than a knowledge

of the values of the thermochemical constants. It is well

known that an explosive becomes easier to initiate as the

density is decreased; and it is concluded that the increase

in the number of voids leads to an increase in the number of

hot spots formed, either through reactions occurring on the

void surface, or through hot spots produced by shock con-

vergence beyond the void. Recent computer calculationsl8

describe the fluid flow resulting from a plareshock striking,

from below, a bubble of vacuum suspended in nitromethane.

The bubble is closed almost simultaneously everywhere

because the lower eurface has almost reversed itself by

the time it h1ts the upper. The collapse is accompanied by

the generation of a maximum temperature in the liquid, Just

above where the bubble had been; the temperature generated

is at least twice that in the initial shock.

The experimental evidence indicates that in hetero-

geneous explosivea the initial shock, which is too weak

to raie the bulk of the compressed explosive to a tempera-

ture sufficient to cause reaction, creates hot spots where

a small amount of energy is released and that this energy

7
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production ceases soon after the shook front has passed

over the particular hot spot. lurthermore, the com-

pression waves originating at these centers of energy

production continuously reinforce the shook, leadi to

eventual detonation at or near the front. Among others,

Cachia and Whitbread1 9 have experimente,1ly determined the

conditions under which the initial shook, instead of

"I accelerating continuously nto a detonation in the/

acceptor, decelerates and fades. In this case the reac-

tion induced by the shook does not liberate sufficient

energy to overcome the losses due to the rarefaction waves

from the rear and sides. Retonation (detonation backwards

through the partially reacted explosive) has been reported

by some observers but not by others1 5 .

In this paper numerical experiments, based on a

previously discussed computational scheme 1 , are described

In which a hot spot mechanism has been simulated in solid

explosives and the resultant growth from shook to detona-

tion wave Is shown to be in qualitative agreement with

experimental results. The hot spots are simulated by an

appropriate choice .f the equation of state, details of

which are given in Section II. In Section III, the criti-

cal gap values and "50% pressures" derived from one-

dimensional gap test calculations for TNT, RDX, Tetryl,

Coop B, Pentollte, and 75/25 Cyclotol are compared with

8
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experimental values and the Initia ion mechanim IA

discussed In detail.

I. OA O1S OF STM

In the present calculations, the equations of state

of unreacted explosive and product gas are similar to

those previously used1 , i.e., for the explosive,

* o +(P+' vs (r°+)V,/(,r-l), (1.)

R 0 +oT T + [AV,,ml + (2.)w/r .- €po+s)v:1/(;.-). (2)

A - (Va," [PO, .-. ) o,, 82 5 €1)

B Po) 2  (3a)

and for the product gas,

"6.m ,d¢AV-'), (4)

39- T (5)

where 3,PV,T, cv, c, and pal/7, are respectively, the

specific internal energy, pressure, specific volume,

teierature, specific heat at constant volume, adiabatic

sound speed, and density; y5 and V are constants; and the

subscripts g, a, and o refer respectively to product gas,

unreacted explosive, and the initial state. If Q is the

chan e in specific internal energy at Po and To, i.e.,

9
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Q Za(Po°,i) - s(P0°T), (6)

then substitution of Eqs. (2) and (5) Into (6) defines
0

Es as

0 0,Too (7)E5 .-Q+c.

The specific energy R and volume V for a mass cell of

mixture are given by

9- WE + (1-w)E5, V a V + (l-w)V6, (8)

where w (o g w c 1) Is the mass fraction of unreacted

explosive In the cell. The solid and gas in the cell are

assumed to have the same instantaneous values of P and T.

All the constants appearing in the equations of state for

TNT, RDX, Tetryl, Coup B, Pentolite, and 75/25 Cyclotol

are listed in Table 1. The values of co for the 6 explo-

sives were obtained from experimental shock data for TNT and

Ow Bl6  by Interpolation on the initial densities In

the Pgu plane20; the values of T. were then obtained21

from experimental values of P5 0 .

While the same form of the equation of state has
been used for the solid explosive as previously1 used for

the liquid TMT, the values of T are quite different

(y a 3.178 for liquid TNT). If T1 is the temperature of

the unreaoted explosive, then the temperature along the

10
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isentropic eansion curve from the state T., V1 is given

T - TI .(V1/V) (9)

Assuming now that only a small amount of -.-action has

already occurred before eMansion, the temperature of the

mixture can still be approximated by Eq. (9). For solids,

values of 6.11 g To t 7.12 (see Table I) lead to such

greater temperature increases durg compression and

decreases durin expansion than for liquid TNT for the

tume relative increase or decrease in density. The result

is that a raefaction wave can abruptly quench reaction in

a cell of such a solid explosive, whereas that same wave

(aime in the sense of having the Identical instantaneous

pressure-dIstanoe curve)may not quench reaction in liquid

TM. This has been verified in numerical experiments for

both types of explosive.

As will be seen, the present choice of y, for the

solid explosive does lead to effects which are qualita-

tively Identical with those produced by hot spots. This

equation of state, givirng bulk temperatures which are too

high for the compressions encountered in the gap test,

simulates the high temperatures at the hot spots (which

are surrounded by relatively cold explosive). Thus, the

temperatures calculated here may be considered as the

"hot spot temperatures". Likewise, the very large temperature

11
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decrease durivS eianslon my be considered as the very

largo decrease in "hot spot temperature" due to the

expansion occurring after the passage of the shook.

The inert gap material2 is assumed to have a PV

Bhoniot curve given by

P = 58.4 (o,847-vG)/(o.272+V )
2
0

where P and VO are in kilobars and =/g, respectively;

the isentropio expansion curve is assumed to follow the

Hugoniot.

iI, ON-DZKiONAL GAP Tm Ca TIONS

The calculations described below assume that the

fluid flow is one-dimensional. While this Is well approxi-

mated by the experimental wedge test, it is a rougher approx-

iuation for the experimental gap test, since here the

pressure amplitude and the pressure distribution behind

the shock, as it approaches the interface, has already been

influenced by rarefaction waves from the sides.

In the explosive an irreversible first-order chemical

reaction,

Is assumed, where the chemical kinetic equation which

governs the conversion of unreacted solid explosive [s) to

product gas [g] is

awat a -Z w exp I- / (I RT)] .(12_)

13
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Usre, t, B*, Z, and R are respectively, the tie, acti-

vation energy, frequency factor, and gas constant. Values

for It and Z are given In Table I.

The calculational method Involving the solution of

the Lagrangean hydrofdnamic equations, the equations of

state, and Eq. (12) by finite differences Is described

elsewhere 1  The number of mesh points used in these

oomutations ranged from 110 to 150.

The one-dimensional idealized version of the gap test

is shown In f7g. 3. A number of numerical experiments

were performed in which the length of the donor explosive

(Tetryl), ddonors was fixed at 5.08 c= and the length of

the Inert gap d. was varied until detonation In the acceptor

explosive (TM,, RDX, Tetryl, Comp B, Pentolite, and 75/25

Cyolotol) was Just barely possible. For larger gaps than

this critical length dj, detonation never propagated; for

smaller gaps, detonation always propagated. The results

of these machine computations (on an IEU 7090 computer)

are given in Table II. Bore P rit. and T orit. are the

values of the pressure and temperature of the transmitted

shook (as it entered the acceptor explosive) which corres-

pond to d,. In all cases, the shock initiated some reaction

upon entering the acceptor explosive and had advanced a

distance xi nto the explos.ve, continuously Increasing in

amplitude2 3 , at the time the explosive mass cell Just

14
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AIR DONOR INERT ACCEPTOR

*DETON ATI ON EXPLOSIVE GAP EXPLOSIVE

STARTS HEREJ (TETRYL)

DONOR d

FIG.3 IDEALIZED ONE-DIMENSIONAL GAP TEST
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bhin the sok frmt went to oqlete reaction. fte

values of di and P a cow ared, In Table II, with

the 0zeitla 50$ gap values d~o and pressures P5O

obtained at the U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory with iucite

gepsu. Swver the Initial densities used In the calcu-

lations and tbose used In the experints are different

and are given in able II. It Is encours ng to note

that alItoug P t. and PWare quite different for sme

of the explosives the relative oremrig of the sensitivity

or the explives an the Prtt. scale Is the sme as that

on the P5 S C 2" Tis Is tue not only for the pure
ewWlostves, Ms M and Tetrls br.t also for the aft-

turns. fte sam e holds ien comparda on the

and 0 scales.

Thls theoretical models with Its mrozs approxima-

tMns can be expected to reproduce experziental trends

for series of pure explosives of appreciable differences

In sensitivity. fte fact that It also reproduces trends

for the mixtures can be attributed, in part, to the senri-

tivity of the results to the ehoice of ye. This Is shown

most clearly for RDX and Pentolite; both had pa w 1.59

and therefore, by the sethod used, the same 5oniot.

However, the respective ranges of OkPJ? and 0'dll.8 kbar

resulted in ;s values of 7.12 and 6.99. These, in turn,

resulted n the a although the attenuation (d*)

16
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4if1MR&WU b7 22 am of lart gap iunteial. Or eouse, an

M ditinldffa li thi *&S Was Urn p'eater VAOer-

taftty of the proper V*32es for 2*,,s and 4 of PantOlite.
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z'i io- e ezperamnta trends for m, ?etzyl, EI, WAn

their iztwes; a plot of P Crit. !L. P50 In a 52ooth curve.

fte departure of the Pentolite result from this curve is

attributed chiefly to the less adequaate values of R3* and Z

for PITN.
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The pressure distrAbutions at various times for 75/25

Cyclotol are shown in Fig. 4; the other explosives show

essentially the same profiles. In Fig. 4(a), the Taylor.

detonation wave has already reflected off the product

gas - inert gap interface and a reflected rarefaction

wave is moving back into the product gas, and a transmitted

shock is moving into the gap. Only the rightmost part of

the gas is shown. .- nce most of it is expanding to the left

into a vacuum (approximating air at several bar3). In

Fig. 4(b) the progress of the shook In the gap is shown

and in Fig. 4(c) the shook has reflected off the gap -

75/25 Cyclotol interface with the result that higher awpli-

tude shocks are moving back into the gap and into the

explosive. In Figs. 4(d) and 4(e), it can be seen that

the pressure (and, therefore, temperature) of the trans-

mitted shook is increasing because of chemical reaction

behind the front (the reaction is apparent in the values

of w<l In the numerical solutions) although the rarefaction

wave from the rear would tend to attenuate the shock. The

pressure (and temperature) near the interface continuously

decreases and, with this decrease, the chemical reaction

abruptly ceases in contrast to the liquid TNT case1 (where

the temperature continues to rise). Here the temperature

rises monotonically from the interface to the shock front

and only in the neighborhood of the front ir there

appreciable chemical reaction. in Figs. 4(f) and 4(g), the
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Pig. 4 The pressure distribution In the one-
dimensional gap test for various values
of t for 75/25 Cyclotol. The heavy
vertical lines A, B, C, and D represent
respectively, the air-product gas inter-
race, the attenuator-75/25 Cyclotol (or
product gas) interface, and the 75/25
Cyclotol-air interface. Bach dot repre-
sents a mass point whose initial position
Is given by the ! Arangean coordinate x.
The motion of ar mass point in the X
direction can be followed by observing
the motion of that same dot (provided
the observer has a pair of telescopic eyes).
The values of t (pseo), as measured from
the instant at which the shook first
entered the explosive, are as follows:

(a) -108.4, (b) -25.3, () -4.1s, (d) 0.4,
(e) 4.8, (f) 9.19, (g) 13.5, (h) 16.0,
(1) 17.5, (J) 25.3.

20
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reaction is sufficiently rapid so as to lead to a rapid

increase iA pressure near the shock front. The transition

to detonation is completed by Fig. 4(h). The detonation and

retonation waves are shown in FI. 1Z (i). Retonation com-

pleted, is shown In Fig, 40).

The t,X diagram is particularly informative for

showing the wave and particle motion and this is depicted

in Fig. 5 for 75/25 Cyclotol. Only motion in the vicinity

of the gap-explosive interface is shown. The curve C1

represents the motion of the shock wave in the gap before

it strikes the gap-explosive interface. C2 represents

the path of the interface which moves with the local par-

ticle velocity while a transmuttted shock wave moves along

C3 into the explosive, increasing in velocity from A to B.

High-order detonation occurs Just behind the shock front

at B, and a constant velocity detonation wave advances

along C4 . A retonation wave25 starting at B moves through

the partially reacted pre-compressed explosive along C5

until it contacts the interface at D, where it gives rise

to a transmitted shock that moves into the gap along C6 .

Since the instantaneoi-s temperature decreases monotonically

from the shock front to the interface in the partially

reacted pre-compressed explosive (and the temperature at

the interface also decreases with time after passage of

the shock), it is possible to find a curve C7 which is the

locus of points at which reaction is barely significant.

Therefore, along lines of constant t to the left of C7 the

22
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reaction has essentially ceased (because T Is too low),

and to the right of C7 reaction is significant. The

legthe of the horizontal lines n the region between C

and C7 represent the nstantaneous widths of the reaction

zones which supply an increasing amount of energy to drive

the shook front along C,. Thus, the model used for the

above computations gives results which are in qualitative

ageement with the hot spot theory of shook initiation of

solid eploslves. These hot spots are considered to be

"active" and feeding chemical energy to the shock wave

only for a short time after the shock wave has passed over

them (and before the rarefaction wave from the rear has

sufficiently cooled them). The hot spots may be zonsidered

to be distributed in the reaction zone that lies between

C3 and C.. These time-dependent reaction zones are not

to be confused with the steady state reaction zones; the

latter, of course, are smaller.
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